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NTRODUCTION 
Head and neck carcinomas (HNCs) originate 
from the mucosa coating the oral cavity, the 
oropharynx, the hypopharynx, the larynx, the 
nasopharynx and the sino-nasal tract. The most 
well-known histological sort is squamous cell 

carcinoma (SCC).1- 3 
More than 650,000 patients are determined to have head 
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) worldwide 
consistently and more than 350,000 kick the bucket of it. 
In the USA, the occurrence of HNSCC in pharynx and 
oral depression is 11.9 for each 100,000, with men 
influenced in a 3:1 extent contrasted with ladies; 
moreover, the frequency of oropharyngeal carcinoma has 
ventured up, particularly in the amygdala and in the base 
of the tongue, and in people matured 40-55.4- 6 
The similitudes in the clinical angles between the oral 
and genital wounds related with HPV drove clinicians in 
the eighties to recommend that HPV may be included in 
oral carcinogenesis. A portion of the components 
included would be HPV's partiality to epithelial cells, 
HPV's oncogenic potential and morphological likenesses 
amongst genital and oropharyngeal epithelia. Other 
conceivable explanations behind perplexity may have 

been seeing HNSCC as a solitary substance, or studies 
neglecting to determine whether the confinement was 
quite recently oral, oropharyngeal or others, which would 
render it hard to extrapolate the got information.7, 8 
As of late, information from case-control and meta-
logical reviews demonstrate that HPV would be, 
undoubtedly, an autonomous hazard figure for the 
improvement of oropharyngeal and oral carcinomas. 
HNSCCs related with HPV appear to be, in this manner, 
a particular clinical element with an alternate 
advancement as well, since these tumors have a superior 
guess than the HPV-negative ones.9- 11Additionally, a 
solid affiliation appears to exist between patient age and 
HPV-16's disease pervasiveness. These cases happen 
generally in white and Asian guys with no past record of 
tobacco or liquor utilization, two hazard calculates 
customarily connected with this disease.12 

Various hazard elements or conceivable causative 
specialists for OC have been portrayed. Concoction 
variables like tobacco and liquor, organic elements like 
human papillomavirus (HPV), syphilis, oro-dental 
components, dietary insufficiencies, incessant candidiasis 
and infections have been appeared to be altogether 
connected with OC.13 
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SUBSTANCE FACTORS  
Tobacco  
There are adequate confirmations recommending that 
tobacco in different structures, including smoking, biting 
and in betel quid and so forth., have cancer-causing sway 
in oral cavity. The commonest type of tobacco utilize is 
smoking.14The different structures in which tobacco is 
utilized as smoke may be cigarettes, stogies, pipe and 
bidi and so forth. Hookah or chillum (a mud pipe used to 
keep the consuming tobacco) are other normal types of 
smoking in a few nations of Asia including India. In 
some piece of India like Mizoram, tobacco smoke is 
broken down in water ("smoke on the water") which is 
another curious type of tobacco utilize.15 
 
Liquor  
Various reviews have proposed liquor to be a noteworthy 
hazard figure for OC. There is a sure level of discussion 
whether liquor alone may have cancer-causing sway. 
This is because of synchronous tobacco and liquor 
admission of study subjects in different epidemiological 
reviews. Examines have demonstrated that people 
expending more than 170 g of whisky day by day have 
ten times higher danger of OC than the light consumers. 
Liquor may have added substance impact and it has been 
proposed that it encourages the section of cancer-causing 
agents into the uncovered cells, modifying the digestion 
of oral mucosal cells. Be that as it may, the present 
confirmations don't propose that immaculate ethanol 
alone is cancer-causing agent for the advancement of 
OC.16 
 
Natural Factors  
Infections  
Part of oncogenic infections in human growth is a rising 
zone of research. Infections are fit for capturing host cell 
mechanical assembly and adjusting DNA and the 
chromosomal structures and actuating proliferative 
changes in the phones. HPV and Herpes simplex 
infection (HSV) have been set up as of late as causative 
specialists of OC.17, 18 
HPV has been recognized in around 23.5% of OC cases. 
The most generally identified HPV in head and neck 
squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is HPV-16, which 
has been exhibited in 90–95% of all HPV positive 
HNSCC cases, trailed by HPV-18, HPV-31, and HPV-
33. The prognostic noteworthiness of HPV in pre-
harmful oral sore is not clear. Be that as it may, few 
reviews have discovered enhanced infection particular 
survival and better guess for HPV positive OC.19 
HSV-1 or "oral herpes" is normally connected with 
wounds around the mouth and lip and has been 
recommended to be a causative specialist of OC. 
Epidemiological reviews indicated more elevated amount 
of IgG and IgM antibodies to OC patients contrasted with 
control subjects. Kassim et al likewise detailed oncogenic 
connection between HSV-1 and oral squamous cell 
carcinoma (OSCC). A populace based review 
demonstrated HSV-1 to improve advancement of OSCC 

in HPV contaminated patients and people with history of 
cigarette smoking. Danger of oral pit and pharyngeal 
malignancy is two-overlay higher among human 
immunodeficiency infection (HIV) patients showing a 
connection amongst HIV and OSCC. Epstein Barr Virus 
(EBV), human herpesvirus-8 (HHV-8) and 
cytomegalovirus have additionally been accounted for as 
hazard elements of OSCC in various reviews.20- 22 
 
Syphilis  
The information on causal relationship amongst syphilis 
and OC is frail. There are reports of 19 and 6% 
serological energy for syphilis among tongue disease 
patients.23 
 
Candida  
Candida has been recommended to assume a part in start 
of OC. Clinical reviews have announced that nodular 
leukoplakia tainted with Candida has a propensity for 
higher rate of dysplasia and threatening change. It has 
additionally been demonstrated that epithelium of the 
chick developing life, when tainted with Candida 
albicans indicate squamous metaplasia and higher 
proliferative phenotype. The causal relationship of 
Candida contamination and OC is as yet dubious and 
requests additional evidence.24, 25 
 
Dental Hygiene and Related Factors  
There is reverse relationship between oral cleanliness and 
frequency of OC. Poor oral cleanliness and delayed 
bothering from sharp teeth have been seen for their 
conceivable part in the advancement of OC. Poor oral 
cleanliness and dental sepsis is thought to advance 
cancer-causing activity of tobacco. There are a few 
scattered reports on the part of oro-dental calculates the 
causation of OC, yet the speculation still needs 
significant confirmation.26, 27 
 
Nourishing Factors  
Dietary inadequacies are likewise recommended to 
assume a part in the advancement of OC. This, in any 
case, requires more clinical and test confirm for 
foundation of causal relationship with the improvement 
of OC. A few specialists have detailed lower danger of 
OC with higher admission of foods grown from the 
ground.28 
 
CONCLUSION 
Dental practitioners, as wellbeing experts, should get all 
the more vigorously required in the discovery of these 
components suggested in the etiology and pathogenesis 
of these wounds so as to add to the early recognition and 
avoidance of this sort of wounds, particularly in youthful 
patients with no dangerous propensities generally 
connected to oral growth, for example, tobacco and 
additionally liquor utilization. 
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